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Abstract: The latest developments of la^qe-area, position sens1live oa^-'"-1 

ionization chambers are described. M.jl t i-wire-Drop-rt. inna 1 -\ha"-b-frc, *.'• 
position-sensing and parallel-plate-avalanche counters as tim«--sen^ir ̂  
detectors at low pressure {b T O T ) have proven to be useful and rp'i?,^ 
instruments in heavy ion physics. Gas f prnport ional; scirt i 11>* i T-
counters, used mainly for x-ray spectrosrooy, haVs recently been apo1 -p 
as particle detectors, final1;/, a brief description pt a large olastT 
scintillator spectrometer, the Plastic Ball, is q-ven and somp rf tv * 
test and calibration data a«e shown. 

] . Introdiir t inn 

Nuclear particle detectors comprise such ?. wide -anqn 
ingenious devices that it sp°ms impossible to cov-r -.he u--
field during the recent yea»*s in one sHnrt. talk. Onr h.= c 
and this selection is, of course, a matter of Ders^nal f" 
few short remarks about a general classification o* n-r !• •> 
I will talk about gas-fillec! ionization chambers, >*-:•-•••' 
proportional chambers, paral lel-plat^-avalanch--- c'• .";• *••* . 
detectors and finally, as an example «f a detect,-.- .... •*. .-, 
about a large plastic scintillator sopctromet = >-_ '• '--d'v 

describe one specific design in morp detail to sho>, "-^ ' u 
Nuclear radiation is detected v{a its interact-^ •* • t 

detector can be characterized arcordinq to thp tvpe A*' ̂ -t 
taken as the signature and the type of matter wh^r* is e*n 
Commonly used nuclear particle detectors can be i-oucHy d 
look for the electrons liberated in a properly chosen mod-
detect the light produced under the influence of thr i-iĉ -
I have tried to illustrate this classification scheme in c 

The oldest of these detectors, beside the incaan-r •• 
gas-filleu ion-chamber. The use of ion-chambers *•'>-! w 
xenon hjs spread widely since Willis ano" Rari^a1'' -Vv<-1r:"-
detector for observing electro -maaiet'^ sbower'- i" ^v-K.n, 
Unfortunately, the severe recombination pf+pcts ob'-̂ -vp-' * 
particles have made it impractical to u^p ^ c n d ir^ ĉ -'-, 
tide detectors. 

The second larce group of "electronic" dpte:tr»-< --v1 

in the presence of a strong electric fi»i-<. irtcr.' n."*-: 

mary electrons occurs. Thr streamer chamber ->s st*ll a w 
not only in high energy physics, but a'so in "'jr1?"-'1 -n j 

The use of image intensif'ers allows one to oce-'av the st-
lower E-field, which yields cleaner pict'i-̂ s j'v: a'low* *'-•-
tive film vith a higher dynamic ranqe. Tbis p~ont he .:*."*• 
tide identification via the streamer briqhtness. T * c - -••• 
charged coupled devices open up the pcs^tb' 1 U\ :r- -T-r.^f 
wSich might facilitate and s^eed -j^ da:* t ^ ^ n a"" "ar» *r 

- DISC-AWEO -
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Fig. 1. Scheme of Nuciear Charqed Particle Detectors. 
The group of scintillation light sensing detectors can be divided into 

inorganic, organic and noble gas scintillators. It is interesting to note that 
in recent years new detectors have come into use, which form a link between the 
light-sensing and electron-sensing detectors. In the gas srintillation drift 
chamber 3), for example, the time of arrival of the electrons at the anode is 
measured via the scintillation light the electrons emit in tie hiah E-fielt' 
around the wire. Such a crude classification scheme is of course not comple'^. 
For example, the important group of nuclear track detectors^! and the second?'\ 
electron emission detectors") are missing. 

2. Gas-Filied Ionization Chambers 
The overwhelming success of gas-filled ionization chambers in the field «i 

nuclear particle identification is based on the fact that the number of lihff:*<"J 

electrons is, to a very high degree, a linear function of the energy lost in t^o 
gas. This holds true for a wide range of projectile charges and projectile vf'nc-
ities. Only at very low energies, at some hundred keV, are non-ionizinq coll's-on 
processes, like nuclear col lis.on, important. The linear behavior of this deter-
tor depends on the fact that there is a fixed mean energy reguired to create ine 
electron-ion pair. This energy, usually called W, is around ?5 eV for the cn-mrn Tv 
used counting gases and about a factor of ten smaller for silicon detectors. 
Numerous experiments have shown that Vf is practically indeoen-lent, for a given 
medium, of the type and energy of the incoming radiation. 
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The advantages of gas-filled ionization chambers, compared to solid state 
or scintillator counters, sre linear behavior, no radiation damage, and easv 
adjustment to experimental requirements by simply changing the gas pressure. 
These last two features are of course especially important in the field of heav. 
ion physics. It is in this field where most of the recent developments of qas 
filled ion-chambers have occurred. 

I will now discuss, as an example, a large area position-sensitive ioniza
tion chamber, which was recently built at Gr>I and already successfully used ir 
several heavy-ion experiments?). The general lay-out of this chamber is based 
on an earlier design^). A serious problem often met in heavy ion experiments 
is the wide range of the energies and the nuclear charges or the reaction products 
to be identified in the ion-chambers. Let me illustrate this with the reaction 
8 MeV/amu U on Ca. The projectile-like nuclei have an energy between ? and 5 "e'.''' 
amu and the target-like nuclei lie between 0.5 and 12 MeV/amu. Table 1 she*1; 
the ranges of these particles in 250 To rr methane. The depth of the chamber must 
consequently be about 100 cm. Of course, a higher gas-pressure would reduce the 
ranges, but there are two reasons against it: 1) low energy particles would stor 
directly behind the entrance window and there always slight inhonogjneities of Iso
electric field are present, ?) a hiqher qas pressure implies a thicke1- entf'arc-
window which causes more energy- and angle-stragoling. 

Table 1. Ranqes nf 4 0 r a and ? 3 P i : . 
Enerqv Range f c n l 

(MeV'a^Hi' in 25^ 'or-- TH. 

40r a ]?_.'•. or 

?38u 2.» If 
238M C o •>-> 

The Z-ident ;f icat inn is done by the usual — Kest """eas-jrê eit. An •>r'-'-,~ 
2-resolution is obtained when the ratio of '-t:tpes*i_ i< ahr-jt 1. T*r ^--ap " \ r a — 
range in the nuclear ct jrge of 1:5 reauires a subdivision nf t^e *fp*e :.r •;?;•?.-:;• 
independent electrodes, which makes it possible to form n̂ ooti^-j^ ErEpp^ ^v--
over the whole energy- and Z-ranoe. Th^sp c:>ns 'rif-at 'ons lp-i u t*ie -*&<>• cr as 
shown in Fig. 2. The chamber is tu'lt as a t w n lo^vet'^n .-nŝj-.-i-- *it^ *''•<•• -0-7.-.-.-
cathode (the separate cathode p^tes shown -"•• the f*qi;rp ar* -ra-r1"- p'*>ct-''*r . 
toqether). The chamber is designed for the acceptance of ?v the ^•••'rip< *>•-•• 
hit the entrance window and come f T a DC"t -source i'the ta--c:<M\ ^ratr-1 ] -
in front of the eot rance window. The windr-w '? Hostar^a1"' •? ." * f "i~ *mzr 

and dOO mm wide. The anode plates dE:, "iE"1, it- and E R P ^ ?•*"? ̂ °» 6°, "~~, """" 
340 nm long in the direction pf t*>e particle trat.J*. ~ Ke"ar*'ve rept* -•' t ^ 
chamber is thus 1160 mrr. The distant between cathode w* F - ^ C ^ - C , ' - ^ , *•-';'• 
runs parallel to the anode, 'S 90 nr at the chamber entrance an H * ̂  rrr- =.* *".-• 
end. The distance between Fnsch-qrj and ?nofie is 30 nr. Tho -c*"^ t»-=* *'"••'> • 
Frisch-grid and anode is made of 50. wires which r Un parage 1 to t He ?*-".•:"£ 
trajectory. The wire-*pacinq is I nr* at tie chamber entrance and 2.5 nr- st \*t 
chanber end. This arid measures the in-nl^p scattering a nc'e. **>?" tn? pr ••-•».-v 

electrons drift to the anode» thev induce a r r a 1 on the nearest w - p wn<pn t^, 
pass through the ----grid. The wi-e is read out .ia a L-T-delav 'me method. r-n-,-. 
the diffusion of the electrons on thp ;r *?..' tr t he anoie '<0.- nr per c- d'--''.-
D3th> is small, a position reso\.t "r,-r of fihout ? TIP 's achieved. ">p <"• jt-of-r' srr 

angle is measured via the t ime-c^ff erence netweer t^e cathode anr1 the anode-S'ar >'. 
The cathode-siqnal is prompt with the par^e'e, but the signal on the anode appeals 
only when the electrons ^&ve passed the F-^sch-qrir.. The time-d^fferenc? is !^JS 



Fiq. ?. Th« biq pos it ion-sensit . ve ionization chamhp-- at G c! . r^p active vol-jr̂ r-
is 120 x 400 x 1200 m. 

pruportional to the distance between *he oarttcle trajectory â -1 the F- i$ri-a*- •-*. 
A resolution of <1 mm is obtained. 

The voltage applied to the cathode with respect to the grounded F<-i«.ch-G'--'J 

is chosen in such a way as to maximize the drift veloc't.' of the electrons T-
the active volume of the chamber. The relative field strpnath o^ b: t h 5 1 ^ f " 
the grids and the geometry of the grids themse^es arp such that the r^V-- ' f 

electrons lost on them is negligible. 

Fiq. 3. Separation of isotopes with Lt-t measurement in the t.ig ion châ t-*"-. 
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The signals from the four anode plates are conveyed to the computer through 
standard electronics consisting of charge sensitive preamplifiers, main amplifiers 
and analog-to-digital converters (CAMAC-modules). The AE-signal is obtained by 
summing the signals from the first plBte(s), depending on the range of the par
o l e , such that the total AE-s1gnal is about equal to the rest-energy ERest.. 
Fig. 3 shows a Z, M distribution derived from a AE-E measurement in this chamber?). 
The experiment was done with a 86 HeV/amu l^C-bem on an Al-tarqet. The isotopes 
up to nitrogen are clearly separated. In another experiment with 8 MeV/amu "By 
on ^°Ca the project 1le-Hke fragments were Identified with a Z-resolution of 
Z/AZ • 92'). This demonstrates that this bio ionization chamber is as well suited 
for light and for heavy ions. The resolution of the total energy is < 1 V 

3. Multiwlre Proportional Chambers at Low Pressure 

Hultiwire proportional chambers (MWPC) have grown, since their invention 
by Charpak 1n 1968, Into the most widely used and most versatile detection 
system in high energy physics, It 1s an obvious Idea to try to adapt this 
elegant detection scheme for heavily ionizing particles^-). These particles 
have a mugh higher ionization de.isity and subsequently, the chancer can be 
operated at a pressure much lrwer than atmospheric pressure. This low pressure 
facilitates the operation of such a detector in a vacuum-chamber, since now the 
entrance wind^» can be made ihin in order to reduce energy loss and straoalino 
of the incoming particles. 

Let me now briefly describe how we have built a MWPC for heavy ions^'l. 
Fig. 4 shows a perspective view of the counter. The mode wires are spanned m 
a diagonal direction, the cathode planes are mounted at 15 mm distance on both 
sides of the anode plane. Two read-out planes with the wire direction orthooona' 
to one another, are placed at 5 tmi distance from the anode plane. All the wire 
planes consist of 50 im copper-beryllium wires with a spacing of 2 im. The 
negative sigral on an anode wire nearest to the track of the heavy ion will ind-re 
a positive charge on both r-_ad-out planes Aj and A? and the determination of in? 
charge carrying wires will yield the x and y positions with only one multipl'ca-
tion wire plane. The sensitive area of the chamber is 88 x 88 cm? and is ooc-a'.eC 
at 10 Ton- i-butylene or less. 

The read-out is done by means of the current-divisior method, m l the w ;'c : 

of Aj (resp. Aj) are soldered to a 88 cm long discrete resistO"--cha'r-?). Tie 
resistance between adjacent wires is 100;'.. Every 80 mr along the chain the S'O'!' 
is taken off and fed into current sensitive amplifiers the output of wMci is 
directly applied to charge sensitive ADCs. The signals are *ast ant* can be aater' 
by a 300 ns logic signal. Consequently the counter can sustair big* ceu"T^c 
rates (:10$ counts/s). The position resolution achieved is 2 mm Fw^. 

Fig. 4. Perspective view of a muHiwire P'opor-ional coun'.e' wit* twr ad.--; icai 
readout planes. The potentials applied to the efferent planes at a sas press.J-P 
of 10 Torr ire also indicated. 
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With other similar interpolating read-out systems a resolution much bette^ 
than the wire-spacing is obtained. The relatively poor resolution in this case 
car, be explained by events where the primary electrons are spread, either dje 
to transversal diffusion or to photon propagation, causing two adjacent wires 
to develop an avalanche^). 

A very astonishing result has recently been reported by Breskin et a1.* . 
They operated their 4 x 4 cm^ MWFC, equipped with 10^ anode wires, at a press'j***1 

below one Torr and observed with oxygen ions a time-resolution of 100 ps FWH W. 
In a counter with wires as the signal-sensing elements one should not exoect a 
time-resolution much below 1 ns due to the non-uniform electron drift paths. 

4, Parallel-plate Avalanche Counte-- fOPAr> 

This detector was introduced by Christiansen nearly 30 years ago, but 't_ 
was seldom used until its introduction in heavy ion physics severa1 years aaojr' . 
Today this counter can often be found as timing detector for h^avilv >oni2i"o 
radiation. A PPAC consists simply of two thin metalized foils mounted paraMp" 
with a small gap of 1 or 2 mm in between. The counter is operated at sever^ 'T," 
hydro-carbon gas, like i-but^ne, and a stronq electric fie'd E can be mainta1**-
in the gap. Due to this high reduced field, E/p, (p is the qas p-essure^ a nsr. 
multiplication factor around 5000 is achieved. On the anode a very fast neq;>* •>.--
signal of severa" mV pulse-height is observed. The rise-time ranges fror 1 n^ 
for a small counter to 5 ns for a 900 cm? counter. This fast-risma siqn»' <-=••-, 
at le^st qualitatively, easily be understood by the following con? id^rat 'o r c . 
The growth of the electron avalanche is determined by an exponential law '. 
expf i-d) where 1 is the first Townsend coefficient and d is the ^rift pat1-. 
Fror this it is clear that the primary electrons start ma near the cat hod"3 

contribute mo^t to the signal fFig. 5). The mean free nath f<~>r iomzatior , r 

qiven rv I' • and during the drift-time of the avalanche afos^ th^s f1,sta"r-
the anode siqnal builds up. Assuming 1 = 100 cm"l and a dnf t-velor' tv *•f 

10 cm/„ sec (which are not unreasonable consiriP"-;nq the hiqh £/p va'uf- r i 

500 V/cir. !"or-̂ , one q**s a Siqna1 '-ise-timp of 1 ns, t h* val'je w*ic^ ^ *•'' 
observed exDenmenta1 ly. 

Cothode 
f §> Primary 
H - electron 
I * 
i N ~exp(a«d ) 

Anode 

Fiq. 5. Gas mul*. ipl icat iO n ir a P p- . 

'he attainable time-resolution depends, o f course, ^n t**> <-W'~ ~* t ^ 
ava^rche counter. With ] cm^ counters we have measure-4 a 4. ,np-'PS'-\.'• •"" " 
1?0 rs fFWHV aqamst t*e hiqh-r>equency of the weH-ti.-ne^ :'N';Ar acr*'^:*- -*•. 
With 'arqer counters, ?00 ps (FWHM1 under erperi*nen» 3' c^""1"' in*,<. a**e at**'- *-'• 
T*ie tiding o f the output signal of a p' ., depends on thp ^-psr* pr-n* r* • -,-
particle on the counter surface. For small coyte^s i-^s e'f<="-: ^ ^1' •-••" **. 
but for 30 x 30 cro- detectors this sh"*ft in the fiTr"-̂  nav ^eir^ ' r^ a*" T*-^ 
K-V dependence must be carefully calibrated. '*iree roMr-*^?; 'pns T- t^"* <=•**-* 
car so dist-TiQ-jished: 1^ t*ie fm.te velocity of the t i-^i v ^ a ' f'vr **P ---is 
poi*̂ *. to t*>e *mpT,*vtnq circu't, (ttos sicnal velocitv has spp" **>eawe'* ?n sr 
?*3 0* the ve'OC*.- c* lights, , v oeo^etrica^ imperfec! IO*1*- **• thp r.T'a'V <-
of the t»T electrodes, aid 3̂  the att^actn-e e3ect*"ostaT K forcp* between **~ 
tw? 'tvH, wh'ch tend to decrease t*ie aap in the middle o f t^e center. 



PPAC's can easily be made position sensitive by inserting a grid o^ w 1 res 
between anode and cathode. The second coordinate is obtained by subdividing the 
cathode into stripes, which run orthogonal to the wires (Fig. 6aK The induced 
charges on the stripes and the wires can be read out directly T- via or inter
polating read-out method such as the delay-line or charge division method. As 
long as the separation between the cathode-stripes is small (-0.3 m-r̂  a^d the 
potential on the wires is such that the electric field remains homoqeneous, the 
timing property of the counter is not degraded. 

Fia. 6. Positior-sensitive ava'anche-counters. 
1'a1 read-out of the induced chafes P n a #-r?-Qr-- ^ -

stripes. !b determination of the ara'es *•"-
As an example for the f lex 'b-'1 i +y one has ir t^e .des"Qr ̂ * 

detector I *ill briefly descrihe 5 court---- de':mpd *c ,de , ,t" f* 
reactions (Fig. 6bl^l. The circular counter w t h a cra^eto' "* 
40 cm downstream of the target, the bean- passes '"Tja^ the * n i

f 

the counter. The detector has three elpctrcdes, all of the- a*-<= 
cally into two half-circles. Tne outer electrodes a*--3 rj.'H"^r, 
electrode is the anode, a 2. Hostaphar-fcii urifnnilv pv^nr"-a*o-
qold-layer on both sides. F»-om this foil the tip-ia-^a"i^ *• 
uDu^ r and the lower half are derived. Thp fir$t cat^-M*1, *•>- ;-
the ;-anale of the reaction products and i"s evaporates **:*• » r = 
stripes with jn angular spacing 0* 6°. These stapes r* ev* 1 K1 
&rQ connected to a d- ay-line 'l.i ns per stripe'1. The hac*a'"*-
f-print, consists of concentric h a — c ire les on » $-,.,*(>- —••;,' 
rings have an angular spacinc of O . 7 0 and tnev ar? -o«re;tf ^ 
the board to 3 delay-line. This e^ctrode T>t prunes **? <.:^*-e 
The two fragments from a binary fiss'or process H - 1 ' a'*^- *••*. 
reasons, both half-circles o f the counter an.-* the **IPS'- . T - " ^ ! -•' 
time-deference between ther. complete1v determines iV • -n*>-̂ * • • 
0* this counter is the pronounced pos^'O^ cVPende":* r* t'-f 

The tcta"1 tnicVness of a start-detertor tr a •*Tt!'-s'.,:.*p- •< 
ir^ortance. In a recent experiment at the Beva'ac we jse - pr^-r 
avalanche counters as start detectors and s ;' 'con-s ."-'i'̂ -r**-*- •<•-
the stop signal** 1. The avalanche counters, wit1- a se-'•:-.•= ;.' 
constructed w t h silver oated Forr-var *̂ -1" electrodes a n" ***•*>* 
windows tc contain the cas. T h e trta 1 th-c*ness °* s-r" 3 rr-̂ r* 
I'S dete-riiie.'* bv an ene^cv-lcss neasurersp*-*. "10 7 r-'''f "p? 



8 
calibrated with a's and fission-fragments from a 252(;f_ s o u r c e. The timing-peaks 
of the a's and the fragments allow a measurement of the plasma-delay of this 
TOF-system. We measured a plasma-delay of 1.5 ns, which is very close to the 
published value of 1.8 ns for silicon-surface-barrier detectors! 7). This shows 
that, if at all, there is only a weak dependence of the timing output of an 
avalanche counter on the type of the incoming particle. 

In an avalanche counter, operated at about 5 to 10 mb gas-pressure, one needs 
about 500 primary electrons to obtain a decent timing signal with good signal-to-
noise ratio. This is about the amount of primary ionization produced by a 5.5 MeV 
o-particle. If one has to deal with less ionizing particles, one has to find 
some way to increase the primary ionization. A higher gas pressure will dete
riorate the signal rise-time, but on the other hand the signal-to-noise ratio 
will improve. A group***} at LBL is currently working on a PPAC for minimum 
ionizing particles, operating at atmospheric pressure. They use neon with a 
small admixture of acetone as the counting gas. A signal rise-timp of about 8 ns 
is observed and the signal-lo-noise ratio is good enough so that a time-resolution 
in the 100 ps ringe appears to be possiDle. 

5. Gas Scintillation Counters 
Gas scintillation counters detect the light emitted by a gaseous medium which 

is exposed to nuclear radiation. Noble qases are the most efficient scintillators 
and they are the only ones that are widely used. The qas pressures in these 
detectors vary over a wide range between 100 Torr and several thousand Torr. 
Recently, A. J. Policarpo has reviewed very exhaustively gas scintillation counters 
and in the following 1 will often make use of this excellent review article^). 

Basically two types of scintillation light can be distinguished; simply, the 
primary light and the secondary light. The primary light originates from the 
radiative de-excitement of the medium which was excited by the incoming nuclear 
radiation. It is fast, with a rise-time of <20 ns and a decay time between a 
few ns and some hundred ns. The light output is a linear function of the energy 
deposited Dy the incoming nuclear radiation which compares favorably with the 
saturation effects in plastic scintillators. Another light emission process 
occurs, the so-ca 1led secondary or proportional scintillation, when an electric 
field is applied tc the interaction region. The primary electrons gain enough 
energy to undergo inelastic but non-ionizing collisions. Recently Suzuki and 
Kubota^) measured the emission spectra o. the proportional scintillation c* noble 
gases and clarified the mechanisms of the light emission process. The secondary 
light emission is attributed to the radiative de-excitation of ercited molecular 
states of the noble gas and the emission spectra are continua in the ultraviolet 
region with narrow peaks which are chacacteristic for each noble gas. The peak 
positions for argon, krypton and xenon are 1280 A, 1470 A and 1730 A. Cumpstey 
and Vassal developed a model which descr bes the formation of the secondary 
scintillation, assuming that the dominant excitation process in the gas occurs 
by electron impact, which seems to be the case at a reduced field strength 
(« 1ield strength divided by the gas pressure) above 2 V/em-Torr"). When tie 
electric field strength is raised above the value where charge multiplicatic 
sets in {the proportional counter region), the then formed secondary electors 
also participate in the light emission process. 

The light yield is, within certain limits of the field strength, an approxi
mately linear function of the reduced field strength. T.tp light g a m of the 
secondary scintillation, relative to the primary liqht, is of the order o* se/eral 
hundred. The sttainahle energy resolution 15 bas'o'ly determined by the n i ' ? 
of light output to deposited energy. It turns out that this ratio is about 100 
tmes la'ger than that of a KallTll crystal. The decay t >m? of the secondary 
light is, of course, related to the drift time of tie electrons to the anefle. 
The decay time of Jhe excited molecular states ranges from 3?00 ns for argon 
to 90 ns for tenon'3). 
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A crucial factor in the reliable and stable operation of a gas scintillafon 
counter is gas purity. Impurities have to be kept in the ppm range, otherwise 
severe quenching of the light output occurs. 

One drawback of the gas proportional scintillation counter is that the 
emitted light lies in the ultravioK. region. Photomultipliers with quartz 
windows and wave-length shifters, like p-terphenyl, have to be used. In a 
practical design of such a counter the problem of achieving uniform light 
collection efficiency has to be born in mind. 

To conclude these general remarks about gas scintillation, one nay state 
that large area gas proportional scintillation counters are now a well developed 
detector, mainly used in the field of x-ray spectroscopy. Much of this detecto-
developmert has been done by Policarpo and his collaborators. Typical!v a oas 
proportional scintillation counter gives <10% resolution for 5.9 keV v's, about 
a factor of two better than ordinary gas proportional counters. Xenon see™ t-
be best suited as the filling gas. It has a high stopping power, produces ">r"-~ 
electron-ion pairs per energy spent in the gas, the emitted light ouHes she* 
a faster rise- and decay-time and the emitted uv-photons lie in the r anop of 
1500-1950 A, which means they can be detected by means of a phntomjlt ID 1'pr w -
quartz-windows, without the use of wave-length shifters. 

In the recent years a group at Darmstadt has devoted much wr̂ t. •.." th<> - ,p, r'-
opment of a gas scintillation counter for heavy ions. Tnese heav'v i?n- ?-»-
particles produce so much primary scintillation light that no f'i".',i" l^-' 
amplification via secondary scintillation in an electric field -s t^^ess^v. 

Tiq. 7. Gas-scmv 1. la* --on counter !GSC* wit* ^u1'•.-,'- •; i~f *'•*-*•'.-•• -.̂  -'e'.r •-• 
'SB'. 
Fiq. 7 shows the basic design o*" their detecto'-'"'^-'. T*--e aa*-.^:-- -s .-<=... • 
by a photomultiplier with a quartz-wmd?w. The i"ne*- rha-he'" »i*'<; >•-- :~a*p-
with icO as a reflector and a w a v e l e t * shifter 'p-te-phe-<v''. "»« a»t ,-.,..•, 
tion counter serves as an energy-loss detector, the residua' t'̂ ê cv -' the -p-.. 
ion is measured m the surface barrie- detector S3, "he co-j"*e- ^ **?•::*''. 
operated with pure argon or pure ienci. at sone hundred ~o*"r. ^ Bifcv •-P*-'.-
of 1.6% was achieved when 290 MeV Pb io^s were stopped -n fh? cas. "h'<= rp<-- . 
tion is about two times worse than what is typHally achieves w f a 3a< •?- .•••-
ticn chamber of comparable si?e. As aVeady rtentioned. a rj 1^-* 1? 1^'. rp'^r' -~ 
quenching does not e*ist in gas scintillators, but conve*-se'v, a r^t?- f ^ ' 
eicess (compare;! to a-oartitiesl is observer'*!. T^is •^rreas-' '- ' - G V - P ' . T • 
for very heavily ioninng particles liks 1.3 ^eV'amu ^b t a*- ;*e e«r1a'Tie'! ^ 
recombination luminescence. This pulse-height estess anour's tr seve*-a" re--?'*.. 
It ran he switched off by applying a snail electric *ip':- to "he -"•"•--a::! •?' 
volume to separate more quickly the chj'ge carriers ,«if •-. a-v.-iv -ecessv, •-
mcreas? tc.« high-count rate capability. 
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Since only the fast primary scintillation light is used in this gas 
scintillation counter, it is well suited for timing measurements. A tire 
resolution of 210 ps has been achieved with this counter, and in this respect, 
a gas scintillation counter is superior to an ionization chamber. 

To overcome the difficulties connected with photomultipliers, like bulkiness 
and peak-snifts at high count rates, and the wave-length shifter, which shows a 
poor quantum efficiency and tend to degrade the required purity of the scintilla
ting gas, several groups are working on alternative light-sensing detectors. 
Van Staden et al.^') replaced the photomultiplier of their gas scintillation 
counter by a cooled vacuum photodiode and achieved satisfactory results, at 
least for very heavy ions. Another very promising approach is the coupling of 

Incoming 
radiation fw 

iiii'ifLLL/imrrm 

GasscintiMator 
uv-transparent 

-*-""" window 
MWPC 

Fig. 8. Principle of a photoionization detector 

a gas scintillation counter to a photoionization detector?8,29). The princ 
of operation is the following (Fig. 8 ) . A gas scintillator or a gas propo 
scintillator is separated from a multi-wire-proportional chamber f'MWPC} by 
ultraviolet-transparent window (like 1ithiumfluoride). The MWPC is filled 
the usual gas-mixture plus an admixture of some percent of an oroanic vaoor 
with a low enough photoionization threshold. The uv-quanta of the scinlill 
process enter the MWPC and there an efficient photoionization prucess on th 
cules of the admixture takes place. The single photo-electrons develop int 
avalanche and are detected and localised in the usua 1 way. One problem wit 
detection scheme is to find a uv transparent window and an orqanic vapor w 
a sufficiently low photoionization threshold, a problem which has been for 
not yet solved. 

Much work has been done to apply this method of imaqi^q ultra-violet, r 
in Cerenkov-detectors-'O*^). This approach seems to he especially suited t 
the Cerenkov-1ight produced by relativistic heavy ions, since the photon vi 
is much higher (the light-yield depends on Z^, 1 beinq the charoe of the <-a 
particle)^) 

ip le 
tiona 

h U - s 

Xe 

aHiat i r 

n ir̂ Qi---
eld 
di a4- -nr 

6. Plastic Scintillator 

Nearly every substance, when hit by ionizing radiation, scintillates and 
emits light in the visible or ultraviolet region, and scintillation matt-rials 
nowadays in use are distinguished by their unusually high efficiency in 1 ioh*• 
output. Mo '-^n plastic scintillators consist of a bulk material, compose^ -"-r^lv 
of benzene rings and doped with a small amount of impurity. Sometimes a wave
length shifter is added to match the emitted liqht better to the photomuit*ol T T 
response. For a detailed discussion of the physical aspects of the scintilla4'""1 

process I refer to the textbook of J. Birks^3). 
It is a well known fact that the light-output of a plastic scintillator ^s 

linear in the deposited energy only for electror., above 100 keV, but saturation 
effects occur for non-minimum ionizing particles. This distinct behavior, 
compared to a gas-filled ion chamber, has recently been pointed out again bv 
A h l e n ^ ) . The luminescence per unit pathlength of the particle in the scintilla
tor, dL/dx, approaches a constant value at large -:T/dx values. T h e light output 
can be expressed as a function of the range of the heavily ionizino particle in 
the scintillator, at least for energies up to 15 MeV per nucleon35). For 
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relativistic heavy Ions the scintillator response becomes again unsaturated^), 
e.g., the light-output is proportional to the energy spent in the scintillator. 
This behavior can, at least, qualitatively, be explained in a model proposed 
by Meyer and Murray^') and by R. Voltz et al.38). The scintillation light arises 
froi.' two sources: 1) a primary column of ionization centered around the path 
of the Ion and 2) 6-rays which escape from the primary column. These 6-rays 
produce light with high efficiency, whereas in the ionization column quenching 
occurs, which results in saturation effects. It is the relative importance of 
these two sources which determines the response of a scintillator to ionizing 
radiation. A relativlstic heavy particle like neon at 400 MeV/amu produces a 
lot of high energy 6-rays and the linear response of the scintillator is at least 
partly restored. For relativlstic light Ions the response of the scintillator 
remains non-linear with the deposited energy39). The response of scintillators 
to relativistic heavy ions is treated in more detail 1n another contribution to 
this conference^). 

1 will now brief'.y describe the Plastic Ball*"), which is currently beina 
built for experiment', at the Bevalac. The plastic scintillator detector, which 
covers a solid anglt of nearly 4TI, is capable of recording very high-multiplicity 
events, as are often observed in relativistic heavy-ion collisions. It can measure 
the energy-loss and total energy of each detected particle and thus allows charges 
particle identification up to *He. For experiments at the upcoming heavy-ion 
accelerator Saturn a An-detector with similar goals, but of completely different 
design, is under construction^). 

PLASTIC BALL 
6<j j modules • 160 

• / bait-

' ,7 J , L igh t^d i : 

fi ' i PW.' 'nriiiaitj-'t • 

•[J :fr!,f, 

PLASTIC WALL 

I bOtxH'-olcnir-t'T 

jcmlillo'ot 
L-glTgwOe 

-A 

Fig. 9. Schematic drawing of the «n spectrometer. Kith sketch of one of the 
CaF^-plastic scintillator nodules. 
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Fig. 9 shows o schematic drawing of the plastic scintillator spectrometer. 
The geometry has been adopted, with minor iwidifications, from the Stanford crystal 
ball detector for y-rays. The total number of modules is 615. Each individual 
detector module is a "phoswich", consisting of a 4 ran thick CaF2 scintillator 
glued to a 350 mm long plastic scintillator NE 114. It has the shape of a 
truncated pyramid and is viewed, via a conically shaped lucite light-guide, by 
one photomultiplier. The calcium fluoride scintillator measures the Li and the 
plastic scintillator measures the residual energy of the particle. The extremely 
different decay times of the Car2 and the plastic (1 us and 5 ns resp.) allows the 
separation of their light output by integrating the PH-signal during the first 
20 ns (the "fast" energy-signal) and then integrating the signal for 2v sec, 
which yields the &E signal. In this way a simple, low cost and efficient iE-E 
measurement with one photomultiplier per module is achieved. This L.E-E telescope 
provides particle identification ranging from protons with 30 to 210 MeV energy 
up to ^He with 135 to 9B0 MeV. Positive pions with an energy of 15 to 120 MeV 
can be identified as well with an additional electronic scheme which looks for 
the delayed coincidence from the n-M-decay. 

. , , ! 
^ • Protons 

Photomultiplier output ( channels) 

XBL 808-1753 
Fig. 10. Energy-calibration on one Plastic ball module with protons and piors. 

Due to the above discussed saturation effects in the scintillator liaht 
output and due to a light collection efficiency which depends on the particle 
range, a careful calibration of each module has to be performed. This work is 
currently under way and Fig. 10 shows the enerqy deposited by protons and Dions 
in one module plotted versus the photomultiplier output. For each particle the 
PM-output is approximately linear with the deposited energy (the lines are drawn 
by eye), hut there is a clear shift between the protons and the weaker ionizinrj 
pions. 
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